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Outline of presentationOutline of presentation

•• DefinitionDefinition
•• Economic context for recreational fishingEconomic context for recreational fishing
•• Current status of recreational fishingCurrent status of recreational fishing
•• Approaches to estimating the contribution Approaches to estimating the contribution 

of recreational fishingof recreational fishing

DefinitionDefinition

•• As a form of recreational activity is diverseAs a form of recreational activity is diverse
•• Motivation, participation rates over time, Motivation, participation rates over time, 

sociosocio--economic profile, level and nature of economic profile, level and nature of 
expenditure important considerationsexpenditure important considerations

•• Until the activity can be defined, difficult Until the activity can be defined, difficult 
to estimate the social and economic to estimate the social and economic 
contributioncontribution

Definition (2)Definition (2)

•• National Recreational and Indigenous Fishing National Recreational and Indigenous Fishing 
Survey (NRIFS) 2003 Survey (NRIFS) 2003 

•• ““ the capture or attempted capture of aquatic the capture or attempted capture of aquatic 
animals in Australia other than for commercial animals in Australia other than for commercial 
purposespurposes””

•• NRFS, 2006 definition: NRFS, 2006 definition: ““a form of activity a form of activity 
involving the consumption of publicly, privately involving the consumption of publicly, privately 
and environmentally provided commodities and and environmentally provided commodities and 
services by people who travel to destinations services by people who travel to destinations 
away from their normal place of accommodation away from their normal place of accommodation 
or workor work””..

Definition (3)Definition (3)

•• Recreational fishing includes:Recreational fishing includes:
–– Scuba divers, shoreScuba divers, shore--based fishers, charter based fishers, charter 

boat users, private boat ownersboat users, private boat owners

•• A recreational fishing trip that includes A recreational fishing trip that includes 
fishing could include other recreational fishing could include other recreational 
activities activities 

•• Recreational fishing a subRecreational fishing a sub--set of tourismset of tourism

Current statusCurrent status

PARTICIPATIONPARTICIPATION

•• Recreational fishing in Qld ranked 20th behind walking, Recreational fishing in Qld ranked 20th behind walking, 
aerobics, swimming and cycling (ABS, 2007). aerobics, swimming and cycling (ABS, 2007). 

•• Recreational Fishing Information System (RFISH) Recreational Fishing Information System (RFISH) 
surveys) (DPI, 2007) report proportion of Queensland surveys) (DPI, 2007) report proportion of Queensland 
population aged 5 years and above who recreational fish population aged 5 years and above who recreational fish 
fallen from 28% in 1996 to 20.6% in 2004. fallen from 28% in 1996 to 20.6% in 2004. 

•• RFISH suggests some of decline due to decline in RFISH suggests some of decline due to decline in 
number of younger fishers and availability of substitutes number of younger fishers and availability of substitutes 
e.g. watching DVD movies, video games e.g. watching DVD movies, video games -- more more 
accessible to casual holiday makers. accessible to casual holiday makers. 
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Current status (2)Current status (2)

EXPENDITUREEXPENDITURE
•• $326,027,000 in Qld $326,027,000 in Qld 

–– Fuel is largest single item of expenditureFuel is largest single item of expenditure
–– Followed by accommodation and baitFollowed by accommodation and bait
–– Food and drink not included Food and drink not included 

Recreational fishing and tourismRecreational fishing and tourism

•• Recreational fishing regarded as subRecreational fishing regarded as sub--set of set of 
tourism tourism 

•• Not an industry but amalgam of diverse Not an industry but amalgam of diverse 
industries or sectors that directly or indirectly industries or sectors that directly or indirectly 
cater to tourist. cater to tourist. 

•• Product of the tourist Product of the tourist ‘‘industryindustry’’ not not 
homogeneous just as characteristics of homogeneous just as characteristics of 
recreational fisher and recreational fishing recreational fisher and recreational fishing 
expenditure are varied. expenditure are varied. 

Recreational fishing/tourism (2)Recreational fishing/tourism (2)

•• Tourism and recreational fishing possibly Tourism and recreational fishing possibly 
more vulnerable than any other industry more vulnerable than any other industry 
–– to seasonal fluctuations in demand to seasonal fluctuations in demand 
–– to perceptions about visual and amenity to perceptions about visual and amenity 

condition of the sites to be visited. E.G. The condition of the sites to be visited. E.G. The 
Healthy Waterways annual report card on Healthy Waterways annual report card on 
water quality in marine and estuarine water quality in marine and estuarine 
waterways in south east Queensland highly waterways in south east Queensland highly 
influencialinfluencial

Expenditure approach to Expenditure approach to 
valuationvaluation

•• Objective of many studies to provide information Objective of many studies to provide information 
to demonstrate contribution this activity makes to demonstrate contribution this activity makes 
to an economy. to an economy. 

•• Most common approach used in Australia Most common approach used in Australia 
appears to be estimates of the expenditure of appears to be estimates of the expenditure of 
individuals on recreational fishing as an indicator individuals on recreational fishing as an indicator 
of economic activity generated. of economic activity generated. 

•• Principal technique to estimate expenditure is Principal technique to estimate expenditure is 
through the use of household surveys. through the use of household surveys. 

MotivationMotivation

•• Motivation for participation in recreational Motivation for participation in recreational 
fishing activity an important consideration fishing activity an important consideration 
particularly if estimation of expenditure is particularly if estimation of expenditure is 
valuation technique. valuation technique. 

•• Each group of fishers likely to expend Each group of fishers likely to expend 
different amounts on the activity and be different amounts on the activity and be 
willing to pay different amounts of money willing to pay different amounts of money 
for the opportunity to participate.for the opportunity to participate.

Motivation (2)Motivation (2)
•• unlicensed professionalsunlicensed professionals
•• accumulators of fish as foodaccumulators of fish as food
•• competitors, the capture of more fish than others is competitors, the capture of more fish than others is 

primaryprimary
•• hunters, motivated by chase and killhunters, motivated by chase and kill
•• sportspersons, the challenge, the skill, the odds, the sportspersons, the challenge, the skill, the odds, the 

adrenalin rush and satisfaction of a job well done are adrenalin rush and satisfaction of a job well done are 
important, but so is feed of fishimportant, but so is feed of fish

•• recreational enthusiasts, the outing is most important, recreational enthusiasts, the outing is most important, 
but for whom a feed of fish is a prizebut for whom a feed of fish is a prize

•• social fishers, the camaraderie and fellowship are most social fishers, the camaraderie and fellowship are most 
importantimportant

•• adventurers, savour the chase, but not the kill, and adventurers, savour the chase, but not the kill, and 
who release their catchwho release their catch

•• lovers of open space, if they do have a line in the lovers of open space, if they do have a line in the 
water, do so purely to justify being outdoorswater, do so purely to justify being outdoors
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Willingness to pay (WTP)Willingness to pay (WTP)

•• Valuation surveysValuation surveys
–– Stated preference (Contingent valuation Stated preference (Contingent valuation -- how how 

much is consumer WTP?)much is consumer WTP?)
–– Revealed preference (Travel cost Revealed preference (Travel cost –– how much how much 

did consumer pay?)did consumer pay?)

ISSUESISSUES

•• Should recreational fishers be licensed?Should recreational fishers be licensed?
•• Extent of damage to habitat areas. Extent of damage to habitat areas. 
•• Who should have precedence over fishing Who should have precedence over fishing 

areas commercial or recreational fishers?areas commercial or recreational fishers?
•• Estimating impact of increasing fuel costs.Estimating impact of increasing fuel costs.


